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Introducing

LEL PARNIS

Lel Parnis  
BAcc Law Hons, CA

lparnis@holmans.com.au

The value of international experience
Lel Parnis joined Holmans in October 2016 as a Senior Accountant and Team 
Manager, moving quickly to Partnership at Holmans in November of 2019. 

Lel started her career in public practice accounting in Queensland, relocating to 
London in 2013 where she gained valuable experience within internal finance 
teams in businesses across various industries. 

Lel Parnis  BAcc Law Hons, CA
Fastidious in her approach to accountancy, Lel is 
highly regarded amongst clients and the    
Holmans team. 

With a proud Scottish heritage, Lel provides 
Holmans with continued dedication to perfection.  
Lel believes that every client is unique, and 
understanding their particular needs and 
preferences is at the core of everything she does.

Lel heads up a team of accountants specialising in 
the accommodation industry with clients all over 
Australia.  Lel is able to o�er a wide range of 
services and advice and is passionate about 
helping clients to understand the numbers that 
drive the value and operation of their businesses. 

Clients appreciate Lel’s proactive and hands-on 
approach to working with them and their business.

Holmans Accommodation Team currently provides 
professional services in excess of 300 Hotels, 
Motels and serviced apartment properties 
throughout Australia.

“Many thanks for what has been a big job in our 
first year of trading, clearly your tax planning 

strategies were a great success!

Taking on both these businesses with the 20 
odd staff, it is very reassuring to know that 

something as complicated and stressful as our 
taxation is in capable and motivated hands and 
one thing I don’t have to worry about. We are 

very grateful for your efforts!”

Ian and Lynne
Mantra Quayside, Palm Court Motor Inn 

“Thanks so much for everything Lel!  I truly 
appreciate everything you’ve done to assist me with 
getting everything set up appropriately and putting 

my mind at ease every time I have a question.

It’s very reassuring to have such a professional,  
but equally friendly and supportive team 

surrounding us.  

Joel & Nadine Leibinger, Managers
Park View North Lakes


